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RESUME 
Flow forming is a tube forming process used to produce thin-walled tubes with good 

mechanical properties resulting from strain hardening induced by the process. Flow-formed 

tubes are mainly used for aeronautics because they allow lightening structures with the 

same mechanical characteristics as heavier tubes produced by other ways. Understanding 

the mechanics of flow forming is essential for a correct modeling of the material behavior 

during the process and for defining optimal process conditions for a large range of materials. 

Flow forming involves a tubular preform clamped on a rotating mandrel. Three rollers 

are placed at 120° from each other around the preform. These rollers are moving along the 

revolution axis of the mandrel, thus reducing the preform thickness and elongating the tube. 

Because of the tools kinetics, the material undergoes different stress states during the 

process: tension, compression and shear. An accurate numerical modeling of the process 

would enable to identify this complex loading path and therefore would allow defining 

adapted mechanical tests for the identification of materials behavior and the analysis of 

ductile fracture under such multiaxial and incremental loading conditions. The validation of 

such simulations requires reliable experimental data. Flow forming experiments with 

different process parameters are therefore performed to compare the influence of those 

parameters on the flow formability of tubes [1]. As this study is carried out with an industrial 

partner, comparison between the industrial flow forming machine and a laboratory flow 

forming device developed in CEMEF will be made [2]. 
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